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(54) Method for eliminating a computer from a cluster

(57) The invention relates to a method for eliminat-
ing a computer from a cluster in order to guarantee data
integrity and application recovery on another computer.

On each cluster node a shutdown facility with a list of
shutdown agents is installed wherein the shutdown
agents are independent executable programs which im-
plement a shutdown method.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a method for eliminat-
ing a computer from a cluster of two or more computers
in order to guarantee data integrity and application re-
covery on another computer.
[0002] The method described below is disclosed in
the German Patent DE 198 37 008 C2. A cluster nor-
mally consists of a cluster host and cluster nodes. The
cluster nodes are administrated by a software called
cluster foundation which is installed on the cluster host.
The cluster foundation provides the basic central serv-
ices. These services include, for example, sign-of-life
monitoring between cluster nodes. In addition to these
services, services such as fail-over manager for high
availability and services for parallel data bases can be
added on depending on the application area. Services
for dynamic load balancing opens the way to internet
application areas such as e-commerce and application
hosting. The basis for almost all high availability solu-
tions is a powerful and flexible fail-over manager in the
background. In the case of the prime cluster from the
applicant the fail-over manager is called reliant monitor
software (RMS). RMS is a generic monitor observation
of nodes in a cluster and for the fail-over control of the
applications.
[0003] For sign-of-life monitoring between the cluster
nodes it must be detected, whether there is a real break-
down of one of the cluster nodes or whether there is a
problem in the communication between the clustered
nodes. If there is a problem in the communication be-
tween the cluster nodes it must be located and it must
be decided which of the computers has to be shut down.
[0004] The RMS as the fail-over manager has access
to all computers in the cluster and to all connections be-
tween the computers in the cluster. The Single Console
(SCON) has the ability to stop or shut down every com-
puter in the cluster or to reboot them. All RMS instances
in the cluster send a message to the SCON if a sign-of-
life message of another computer in the cluster is miss-
ing. With a missing sign-of-life message of one compu-
ter in the cluster the data integrity could not be guaran-
teed which means that this computer must be eliminated
from the cluster. Therefore, the message from RMS to
the SCON is called a shutdown request or a kill request.
If there are n computers connected to a cluster and one
node or computer sends no sign-of-life message the
SCON receives n - 1 shutdown requests. In this existing
system the SCON collects and evaluates the shutdown
requests and eliminates the defect machine or computer
from the cluster.
[0005] The problem is that with the existing technolo-
gy the SCON is a single point of failure for node elimi-
nation processing, no redundant shut down methods
are supported, no interaction with the cluster foundation
is supported, the existence of a fail-over manager is re-
quired and the SCON introduces extra cost to a custom-
er as they are required to purchase an addition machine

on which to run the SCON software.
[0006] Therefore it is the object of the invention to pro-
vide a node elimination facility that will be available in
clusters with or without a fail-over manager and with or
without cluster-foundation. The node elimination facility
will be run on every node in the cluster so that it does
not represent a single point of failure for node elimina-
tion processing. The facility will also support redundant
node elimination methods in order to increase the prob-
ability of successful node elimination. Finally, the facility
will not require the purchase of an additional machine
on which to run its software thereby reducing the costs
of the cluster to the customer.
[0007] This object is achieved according to the inven-
tion with a number of independent shutdown agents reg-
istered with a shutdown facility which is installed on eve-
ry computer in the cluster.
[0008] The shutdown facility provides a general
framework for invoking redundant, independent shut-
down methods for this purpose. The shutdown methods
are implemented by the shutdown agents. When a shut-
down request is being processed the shutdown facility
has the possibility to iterate through the list of registered
shutdown agents if needed and can therefore provide a
higher probability of a successful host elimination.
[0009] The shutdown facility and the shutdown agents
are also installed on the cluster host with the fail-over
manager if one exists.
[0010] The shutdown facility tracks the status of each
shutdown agent so that an operator may be advised if
a shutdown agent becomes unavailable.
[0011] The invention provides a list of shutdown
agents in a configuration file which defines an ordered
list of the shutdown agents such that the first shutdown
agent in the list is a preferred shutdown agent which is
issued first with the shutdown request and if its response
indicates a failure to shutdown the next shutdown agent
is issued until either a shutdown agent responds with a
successful shutdown or all shutdown agents have been
tried.
[0012] An exemplary embodiment of the invention is
explained in more detail below with reference to a draw-
ing.
[0013] The Figure shows schematically a cluster of
four computers or servers (called cluster nodes) which
are administrated by a fail-over manager which could
for example be the existing RMS fail-over manager. The
fail-over manager is optional and not necessary for the
invention.
[0014] Each computer gives a sign-of-life message to
the fail-over manager and to all other computers in the
cluster. In the case that a sign-of-life message is missing
the computer with the missing sign-of-life message has
to be eliminated. For this purpose a shutdown facility SF
is installed on every computer. The shutdown facility
comprises a shutdown daemon SD and several shut-
down agents SA. Each shutdown agent is a program in
which a shutdown method is implemented.
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[0015] The shutdown agents of the shutdown facility
are independent commands that may be called by the
shutdown daemons or by the SCON.
[0016] The shutdown daemon is triggered by either a
command line request to shut down a cluster machine
from the operator or an event called ENS from the clus-
ter foundation.
[0017] The shutdown request is fulfilled by calling one
or more shutdown agents defined in the shutdown dae-
mon configuration file. After the shutdown has been ver-
ified the shutdown daemon will transfer the node state
to node-down if a fail-over manager or a cluster founda-
tion CF is installed and running.
[0018] When a fail-over manager or a cluster founda-
tion is not installed and running the shutdown daemon
will only respond to the command line request of the op-
erator.
[0019] When the cluster foundation is installed and
configured on the cluster host the shutdown daemon
registers with ENS to receive:

- NODE_AVAILABLE
- LEAVINGCLUSTER
- LEFTCLUSTER
- NODE_DOWN

[0020] These events are the existing events generat-
ed by the cluster foundation.
[0021] The shut down daemon tracks the state of the
cluster nodes so that it can be determined when a com-
puter needs to be eliminated.
[0022] The shutdown daemon has a configuration file
which defines an ordered list of shutdown agents such
that the first shutdown agent in the list is a preferred
shutdown agent. This preferred shutdown agent is is-
sued a shutdown request and if its response indicates
a failure to shutdown the second shutdown agent is is-
sued the shutdown request. This request/response is
repeated until either a shutdown agent responds with a
successful shutdown or all shutdown agents have been
tried. If no shutdown agent is able to successfully shut-
down a cluster node then operator intervention is re-
quired and the node is left in the left cluster state.
[0023] Whatever configuration information is needed
by the shutdown agent must be defined by the shutdown
agent writer and configured in an independent configu-
ration file. The shutdown agents are designed to be in-
dependent processes. The required operating environ-
ment of a shutdown agent is that

a. installation requirements must be adhered to,
b. the required command line options must be sup-
ported and
c. the required runtime action must be performed.

[0024] If a new shutdown agent is developed the shut-
down daemon and the "SCON", if one exists, do not
need to be requalified, only the new shutdown agent

needs to be qualified.
[0025] The advantages of the shutdown facility SF
over the existing RMS/SCON systems are:

a. Ability to shutdown a cluster node with or without
running a fail-over manager (RMS).

b. Ability to shutdown a cluster node with or without
running SCON.

c. Ability to shutdown a cluster node from any clus-
ter service layer product.

d. The existing fail-over manager (RMS and SCON)
system is optional on all clusters regardless of
number of nodes and platform mixture.

e. Redundant shutdown methods will be available
on clusters with SCON because the SCON will use
its existing method as well as those methods imple-
mented in the shut down agents.

f. Redundant shutdown methods will be available
on clusters without SCON because several shut-
down agents are available and each shutdown
agent implements a shutdown method.

g. Faster qualification cycles when introducing a
new shutdown agent because the shutdown dae-
mon and the fail-over manager (RMS/SCON), if one
exists, do not need to be requalified.

h. Active monitoring of configured shutdown agents
so that an operator can be notified of a failure prior
to that agent being needed to be used.

Claims

1. Method for eliminating a computer from a cluster
with two or more computers in order to guarantee
data integrity and application recovery on another
computer
characterized in that
a number of independent shutdown agents are reg-
istered with a shutdown facility and that the shut-
down facility and the shutdown agents are installed
on all computers in the cluster.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the shutdown facility
and the shut down agents are installed on a Single
Consol (SCON) if one exists.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the shutdown
facility is made up of a shutdown daemon and one
or more shutdown agents.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the shutdown
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agents are independent commands that may be
called by the shutdown daemon or SOON if one ex-
ists.

5. The method of one of the claims 1 to 4 wherein the
shutdown daemon is triggered by a command line
request or an event of cluster foundation if one ex-
ists.

6. The method of one of the claims 1 to 5 wherein the
shutdown request is fulfilled by calling one or more
shutdown agents defined in a configuration file of
the shutdown daemon.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the configuration file
defines an ordered list of shutdown agents such that
the first shutdown agent in the list is a preferred
shutdown agent which is issued first when a shut-
down request is being processed and if its response
indicates a failure to shutdown, the next shutdown
agent is issued until either a shutdown agent re-
sponds with a successful shutdown or all shutdown
agents have been tried.

8. The method of claim 1 or 2 wherein the shutdown
daemon tracks the status of each shutdown agent
so that an operator may be advised if a shutdown
agent becomes unavailable.
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